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Introduction
To desire eternal life with all the passion of the spirit.
To keep death daily before one’s eyes.
—The Rule of St. Benedict1

We are all dying. This seems obvious enough, at least in the abstract.
Yet in our day even this abstraction is denied by some. A Silicon Valley research foundation called SENS pursues the ambitious mission to
“prevent and reverse age-related ill-health.”2 “I think it’s reasonable
to suppose that one could oscillate between being biologically 20 and
biologically 25 indefinitely,” says Chief Science Officer Aubrey de Grey.
He claims that some of us living now will live one thousand years. But
he also clarifies, “What I’m after is not living to 1,000. I’m after letting
people avoid death for as long as they want to.”3 For de Grey, death
must be approached not as the intractable end but as a tool to be taken
out of the toolbox when it’s convenient. Should we live each day with
an awareness of death, a mortal end that shapes each season of our
life? For de Grey, such an awareness seems antithetical to full human
flourishing.
Imagine this in your own life. If you knew you could live to be one
thousand, with your body oscillating between the biological ages of
twenty and twenty-five, when would you start to think about death?
9
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10 Introduction

Perhaps the first 990 years would be full of safety and pleasure, like
Disneyland without the high prices. If you no longer had to fear death
because of aging, you would likely consider a life of hundreds of years
to be what you deserve. However, even apart from the question of how
much wealth and resources you would need, this vision of flourishing,
upon reflection, is illusory. What about violence, virus pandemics, car
accidents, and natural disasters? Would not the fear of these ways to
die be magnified? Is it even possible to live as if there is no end in sight?
Although de Grey’s mission of enabling a millennium-long life is far
from mainstream in the medical community, it crystallizes a vision of
human flourishing that many of us assume in our day-to-day lives—
namely, that death doesn’t apply to us, nor does it apply to those we
love. And because it doesn’t apply to us, we think we can live in a world
“sanitized” from the reality of death, leaving it as a topic for Hollywood
dramas and the news media.
However, if someone close to you has died unexpectedly or has faced
a terminal diagnosis, you may have begun the process of being shaken
out of this illusion. The hard fact of dying, or of living in a disease-
afflicted body, punctures and deflates our hopes for the life we thought
we had—perhaps the life we thought we deserved. It breaks us open.
As a result, we might want to close the wound and try to return to a
death-denying life, sanitized from regular reflection upon our mortal
limits and our end.
For Christians, however, coming to terms with this open wound actually teaches us how to properly live and hope as creatures. Only those
who know they are dying can properly trust in God’s promise of eternal
life. Christians throughout the ages have recognized this self-deceptive
tendency to deny one’s mortality in day-to-day life. “Memento mori,”
they said. “Remember death.” In the sixth century, Benedict of Nursia
gave monastic Christians the imperative quoted at the beginning of this
introduction: “Keep death daily before one’s eyes.” Over a millennium
later, New England pastor Jonathan Edwards made a regular practice
of intentionally reflecting on his mortality, writing that he was resolved
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Introduction 11

“to think much on all occasions of [his] own dying, and of the common
circumstances which attend death.”4
I used to think that such resolutions were for morbid people—those
who eagerly awaited the newest zombie flick or Stephen King novel.
But then I was diagnosed with terminal cancer.5 In my own journey of
treatment and coming to know others in the cancer community, I’ve
realized that the process of embracing my mortality is a God-given
means for discipleship and witness in the world. As strange as it seems,
coming to terms with our limits as dying creatures is a life-giving path.
Benedict was right: whether young or old, each of us needs a daily
recovery of what it means to exist in the world as transient creatures
who live and die before an eternal horizon. For Benedict, reflecting on
our mortality goes hand in hand with desiring eternal life “with all the
passion of the spirit.”
The strange thesis of this book is that whether you are nineteen or
ninety-nine, whether you are healthy or sick, or whether the future looks
bright or bleak, true hope does not involve closing over the wound of
death. Instead, even the wound can remind us of who we are: beloved
yet small and mortal children of God, bearing witness to the Lord of
creation who will set things right on the final day. Our lives are like a
speck of dust in comparison to the eternal God, and we cannot be the
true heroes of the world. But we can live lives of service, loving God and
neighbor, in a way that does not allow the fear of death to master us.
A myriad of cultural forces tell us that we must marginalize death
in our daily lives to truly flourish. But Christians should know better.
As the apostle Paul says, God’s good creation has been “groaning in
labor pains until now” (Rom. 8:22). There is no point in denying it. In
fact, Paul says that those who are in Christ and “have the first fruits of
the Spirit . . . groan inwardly while we wait for adoption, the redemption of our bodies” (Rom. 8:23). In other words, when we groan with
the rest of creation and as adopted children awaiting the final redemption, we join the Spirit’s work. Aching and groaning is the heartbeat
of our prayer, as the Spirit “intercedes” for us “with sighs too deep for
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12 Introduction

words” (Rom. 8:26). Praying and living as mortals—accepting that we
are dependent creatures fully loved by God—is an act of witness to a
world that tells us to live as though our lives will never end.
Unfortunately, the church in the modern West often follows a different path. Like the culture around us, we can insulate ourselves from
the groans of creation by moving our churches and homes away from
neighborhoods that struggle with poverty and high crime rates. We
can drown out the groans of others by keeping our eyes on the prize
of rising attendance numbers among demographics that can support
the church’s financial future. On a personal level, we can live as though
God is simply cheering us on as we add to our résumés and perform
as the stars in the glorious movies of our lives. We can participate in
society’s practice of putting the sick and the elderly in isolated institutions, sending their groans out of earshot and thus out of the sphere of
our concern. We can attend a single-generation church made up mostly
of younger people and thus come to see death and dying as something
of an enigma, the unfortunate lifestyle choice of an older generation.
Insulating ourselves from creation’s groaning removes us from reality. When we block out the groans of others, we find ourselves unprepared when the time comes for our own groaning. We lack language
for grief as we stand near the graves of our loved ones. We wonder
why we didn’t live differently, why we didn’t understand that life is
indeed short. This way of being not only denies the reality that all of
us are groaning creatures of dust. More profoundly, it also masks our
deepest Christian hope. It chooses death-sanitized pleasure over joy in
the midst of beauty and tears. But the path of Christian discipleship
involves honest and regular reminders of both our mortal limits and
those of our loved ones and neighbors. The path of Christian discipleship involves moving toward the wound of mortality, not away from
it. Paradoxically, this is a life-giving path, a path of freedom and love.
Pushing away the reality of death is actually a form of slavery to the
temporal, one that makes us cling to mortal life as though it will last
forever or fulfill our ultimate needs.
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The story of David and Karin Eubank has recently helped me see
what overcoming this slavery can look like. After serving in the US Army
for nearly a decade, David left to attend Fuller Theological Seminary,
where he hoped to discern God’s call for what was next. David wanted
“the freedom to go where God was leading.” Then he met and married
Karin, and together they started Free Burma Rangers, a humanitarian
aid organization helping those in war-torn areas (starting with Burma).
They now live in Iraq with their three children.
Their work was out of the spotlight until some journalists saw David
rescue a young girl amid the rapid gunfire of ISIS in Mosul, Iraq. The
journalists were shocked—did he not fear death from gunfire? And did
he not fear exposing his family to ISIS? But when he saw the trapped
girl, Eubank’s thought was, “If I die doing this, my wife and kids would
understand.” Karin expressed to the Los Angeles Times their rationale
for bringing their kids to Iraq, with a keen awareness of the way their
family receives love even as they seek to give love in the midst of conflict.
“It’s not like we thought 25 years ago, ‘Let’s take our kids to a war zone
with ISIS.’ But in Burma the people we worked with poured love into
us, and this is more than what I can give my kids on my own,” she said.6
David and Karin Eubank do not seek death. Indeed, they fear death
to some extent. But the fear of death does not master them. They know
that they cannot make wars cease or solve the global refugee crisis. Still,
in crisis situations they give and receive love deeply and sacrificially—
even joyfully.
Whether we, like the Eubanks, are in close proximity to the drama
of war or far from it, we can easily become slaves to fear rather than
to love. Even when we don’t consciously reflect directly on our mortality, the fear of death can drive the tunnel-visioned pursuit of our
self-chosen goals—for our own (and our family’s) safety, for security,
for the legacy we hope to leave. We trust in our own efforts to enable a
flourishing life here and now rather than trusting a Savior to take on a
problem that we are impotent to solve: decay and death. Yet if we are
disciples of the incarnate Lord, we belong to the one who has broken
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14 Introduction

the ultimate power of death. “Whether we live or whether we die, we
are the Lord’s,” Paul testifies (Rom. 14:8). The fear and denial of death
no longer need to be the driving forces of our lives.
In this book I explore how recovering a sense of our mortality can
be an exercise the Spirit uses to help us cultivate authentic resurrection
hope. I write as a patient with terminal cancer, as a follower of Christ,
and as a theologian on pilgrimage.
For me, a reframing of death began in 2012 when I was diagnosed
with an incurable cancer. I was thirty-nine, and our kids were one
and three years old. Since that time, I have undergone intensive chemotherapy and a stem cell transplant, and I continue on a lower dose
of chemotherapy. Each day as I worked on this book, I dealt with
physical pain and heavy fatigue, both of which will likely continue
for the rest of my life. At times, I share snapshots in the book from
my experience as a cancer patient. Throughout, its content is shaded
by this experience.
This book, however, is not a memoir. In my 2015 book, Rejoicing in
Lament, I presented a memoir-like story of my cancer diagnosis and
early treatment.7 Interwoven with this story was a biblical and theological exploration of how my individual cancer story fits into the much
more profound drama of the Triune God acting in a world gone awry.
This book is not a sequel to that one, at least not in a straightforward
sense. Rather, it presents the reflections of a traveler to a different culture. I live in the same town and work at the same school that I did
before I was diagnosed with cancer. But what I thought was familiar
has become strange. I’ve stepped onto a path of rediscovery. With new
eyes, I’ve come to see what I had missed before: how life is lived among
the dying. In the cancer community, the tasks of parenting, aging, exercising, and praying all take on a different cast. Since joining this community, I’ve developed friendships, both with the living and with some
who have since died. I’ve also immersed myself in a range of scholarly
literature that is helping me make sense of what dying means in our
current cultural moment, especially for cancer patients.
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I also write as a Christian—not just in my beliefs but also in my communal identity. Those who don’t share my Christian faith are invited
to listen in; we will explore topics relevant to all mortals. Many of us
feel the “cross-pressures” of living in what philosopher Charles Taylor
calls “a secular age.” Our culture pulls us in different directions. We
are torn, at ease with neither a simplistic atheism nor a fundamentalist
religion that stiff-arms challenging questions. In our day, many atheists
are haunted by the possibility of faith, and many believers are haunted
by persistent doubt.8 For both believers and unbelievers “the sense can
easily arise that we are missing something, cut off from something, that
we are living behind a screen.”9
While I write as a committed Christian, like many others I feel the
cross-pressures of identity as I approach death. With the church, I trust
God’s promise that death will not have the final word. But I do so with
an awareness that we could be wrong. I also realize that many others
follow different paths. In facing death, mortals face a mystery we cannot
master. My approach to the cross-pressures and this humbling mystery
is not to set my Christian convictions on the shelf but to live into them,
trusting that truth is possessed first and foremost by God. My ultimate
hope is that I belong to the one who is the Truth, Jesus Christ, not that I
am the owner of truth. I approach with curiosity the many religious and
nonreligious options our culture puts before us as we encounter dying
and death. But ultimately, I seek to cultivate trust in God’s promises—
which are so astonishing that I could never have come up with them
myself—even as I wrestle with hard and unanswered questions.
Thus, even in the midst of cross-pressures, I derive life from Scripture
and from the rich witness of the Christian tradition. As I wrote this
book I was repeatedly amazed by Scripture’s capacity to nourish our
lives as mortal creatures. The Spirit’s word through Scripture is so much
deeper and wider than the stereotypical story of Christians “praying
the sinner’s prayer” and then trying to stay in God’s good graces until
they finally reach heaven. In fact, readers may be surprised that in this
book I rarely speak about heaven except in the final chapters. The reason
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16 Introduction

for this is biblical: in the Lord’s Prayer, we pray for God’s kingdom and
will to come “on earth, as it is in heaven.” But what does that mean?
Theologically speaking, heaven is where God dwells in fullness. Scripture tells us that God intends creation to be a place where he dwells in
fullness, so that things “on earth” really are like things “in heaven.”
Thus, while I seek to bear witness to the mystery and glory of heaven
in this work, because of our own often unhelpful and preconceived notions (such as delicate baby angels sitting on clouds) I only gradually
move toward speaking of heaven.
Instead, I invite the reader into the biblical story of how God creates
the cosmos as a sanctuary in which to dwell with his creation, which is
disrupted by the alienation of sin. In that context, we join the psalmist in crying out from “the Pit” (“Sheol”), longing for the temple—the
place, in the midst of a fallen world, where God has promised to dwell
in beauty and holiness. Praying with the psalmist trains our hearts to
hope in the ultimate temple dwelling place (Jesus Christ) and the new
creation in the age to come, when Christ returns to judge, restore, and
dwell with his people. In this textured biblical context, then, we long
for heaven and continue to pray for God’s kingdom to come “on earth,
as it is in heaven.” We pray and ache for the final day, when all knees
are bent before the crucified and resurrected Lord, Jesus Christ, and
God dwells in full fellowship with his creation.
In addition to being shaped by Scripture, my approach emerges from
the mundane yet joyful realities of living as an active member of the
church and participating in its worship and service. I gather with my
congregation to receive the Word in sermon and sacrament. I pray for
others and receive prayer. I visit the sick, just as I am visited while sick.
Beyond my personal experiences of life within the church, I also had
the opportunity to probe the meaning of resurrection hope throughout
the course of a year by leading a series of three colloquies on death
and dying in congregational life with other pastors. I heard about their
visits to the dying, both young and old. I heard about their funerals for
parishioners and for those alienated from the church. I heard stories of
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courage and stories of capitulation in the face of death’s woes. All of
these experiences inform this book.
Ultimately, I write as an act of pilgrimage. I cannot possibly master
the realities about which I speak in this book—the mysteries of death
and new life, of God and his gospel among crumbling mortals. Biographers of Abraham Lincoln try to read every speech he delivered and
every letter he wrote, and even then they do not master Lincoln and his
life. But if a biography’s subject matter focuses on the “who, what, and
where” of Lincoln’s life, its writer can eventually come to a series of
likely explanations for his convictions. In speaking of God, I speak of
One whom I cannot comprehend. As Augustine of Hippo stated boldly
in the fourth century, “If you have been able to comprehend it, you
have comprehended something else instead of God.”10 I cannot see the
realities of which this book speaks as God sees them, for I see now “in
a mirror, dimly,” as the apostle Paul says, anticipating the day “we will
see face to face” (1 Cor. 13:12). Even as I anticipate that glorious day
in the future, mysteries remain. I’m merely a creature with mundane,
mortal concerns—like what to do about that dent in the car, how to get
my daughter out of bed in time for school, how to teach third graders
about Jonah in Sunday school.
Thus, all of my theological reflection happens on the road of discipleship, the path of pilgrimage. I’m reminded of a wonderful sixteenth-
century Protestant theologian named Franciscus Junius, who taught
that all Christian theology occurs in union with Christ for the purpose
of deepening our communion with God in Christ. Our knowledge of
God is real, but it is partial. We know God in Christ in a way that is
sufficient for our earthly pilgrimage, but it “is incomplete if it should
be compared with that heavenly theology for which we hope.” In the
age to come, we will have face-to-face knowledge when we receive the
“glorious vision of God” in Christ.11
To state it differently, I’m writing imperfect theology that invites the
curious, the confused, and those seeking authentic hope amid death into
deeper fellowship with Christ. Readers may notice that I do not present
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18 Introduction

an abstract theological claim and then “prove” it. Rather, I intertwine the
experiential and sociological conundrums with biblical and theological
reflection, entering into a very old practice suggested by the Book of
Common Prayer: the prayerful attempt to “read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest” Scripture so that “we may embrace and ever hold fast the
blessed hope of everlasting life.”12 In this process of “eating” Scripture,
I receive its testimony about Sheol, the temple, and other biblical motifs
as exquisite nourishment that cannot be reduced to mere information;
this is food for a knowledge-soaked communion with God in Christ. The
sweet and bitter words of Scripture strengthen us on the pilgrimage to
the holy city where God will dwell with his people in the age to come.

I’ve felt a sense of urgency throughout the process of writing this
book. More than once I’ve prayed that I would live long enough to
complete it. For whether one is a pastor or church member, whether
a funeral director or plumber or teacher, all of us bear the weight of
slavery to the fear of death. In our age of medical and technological
marvels, we are especially tempted by counterfeit versions of resurrection hope. We seek to extend life and defer death, whatever the cost.
We seek the promise of prosperity in the present moment, of “your
best life now,” with no groaning necessary.13 But if we take Christian
discipleship seriously, we need to move—as individuals, families, and
congregations—more deeply into authentic resurrection hope.
What is that resurrection hope? It is the hope in Christ’s judgment
and renewal of the whole cosmos on the final day—a thrilling, earthly,
embodied, and glorious hope in the deliverer from sin and the source
of loving communion. In the book’s overall arc, I begin by exposing
the much-suppressed truth about our mortality, unveiling the idolatrous
hopes that drive us on a daily level; and then, with increasing intensity
in the final chapters, I move toward exploring the authentic hope in the
beautiful, Christ-centered, God-disclosing promise of the resurrection.
If you ache as you begin this book, you will likely ache at the end as
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well. Yet I pray that this book places these aches and groans within a
growing awareness of our identity as God’s beloved children, bound
to the hope of new creation in Christ.
Indeed, for the apostle Paul, even this groaning has a hopeful tone.
After speaking of how we “groan inwardly” while awaiting the resurrection, he goes on to say that “in hope we were saved. Now hope that
is seen is not hope. For who hopes for what is seen? But if we hope for
what we do not see, we wait for it with patience” (Rom. 8:23–25). We
wait in hope, eagerly yet patiently. The “patience” of Paul here is not
passivity but is closer to the sense of the English word “long-suffering.”
We cannot bring in God’s kingdom ourselves. Our present bodies are
decaying. We have not, and cannot, fully experience the resurrection
now. And yet our daily lives—our habits, our priorities, our willingness
to take risks—are shaped by a durable hope for what is to come. We’re
called to long-suffering amid the trials we face, because we know—in
hope—that we are not the ultimate solution to the world’s ills. We are
free to act in love and gratitude, even when our efforts seem futile. For
the God of Israel, who entered into covenant with Abraham, Moses,
and David, has brought Gentiles into “the riches of the glory of this
mystery, which is Christ in you, the hope of glory” (Col. 1:27). Christ is
in us. We belong to Christ. We are children of God in Christ. And yet this
reality always looks forward—to the “hope of glory,” the glorious hope
of sharing in his resurrection, of sharing in the perfect communion that
the Son has with the Father through the Spirit. In our eager patience, we
look to the hope of the restoration of the cosmos in and through Christ.
In this way, this book welcomes you into a journey of ache and joy,
of despair and hope. Embrace your mortality and lift up your hearts
to the true hope of glory. We have a foretaste of that glory now. But an
appetizer is not a banquet. The great feast is still to come.
Until then, we travel on pilgrimage. We walk and stumble, not only
in the sunlight, but in the shadows. We learn to delight and lament
and love along the way until we reach the city that “has no need of sun
or moon to shine on it, for the glory of God is its light” (Rev. 21:23).
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Welcome to Sheol
A Guided Tour of Life in the Pit

Dead means dead. No one is half dead or a little bit dead, except for
the occasional zombie staggering forward in postapocalyptic television shows. Like the idea of being “a little bit pregnant” or “sort of an
identical twin,” halfway dead isn’t a possibility. Until the heart stops
and the brain shuts down and the doctor in the ICU pronounces death,
we are alive. If my flesh shows no signs of animation and my body
exudes the smell of decay, you can be pretty sure that I’m dead. There
are only two options: either I’ve departed or I’m still here—either I’m
deceased or I’m alive—just as the bright fluorescent lights in my office
are either on or off.
At least that’s what I used to think.
Traveling to Sheol: Life in the Pit
The shadow of death covers the faces of the living—it’s something I’ve
noticed since entering the world of cancer patients. Even though my
heart still beats and my blood still pumps, I’ve somehow made my way
21
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to Sheol. Along with a cluster of related terms in the Old Testament,
the Hebrew word sheol describes a deep, miry pit, far away from light.
Sheol is a place of darkness, a prison for those who are silenced, cut
off from life.
On days where I feel bright and shadows seem distant, I stop short
at the word “Sheol” in praying the Psalms. “You have delivered my soul
from the depths of Sheol,” the psalmist says, after crying out to the Lord
as one who is “poor and needy” (Ps. 86:1, 13). When should I identify
with the psalmist’s cry? Am I in Sheol when I feel abandoned and cut
off? Or will I go to Sheol after my heart is silenced and my breathing
ceases? It’s not always clear.
At times, the psalmists imply that Sheol is the land of the dead, the
biologically deceased. In the desperate prayer of Psalm 88, the psalmist
laments, “For my soul is full of troubles, / and my life draws near to
Sheol,” and goes on to plead, “Are your wonders known in the darkness, / or your saving help in the land of forgetfulness?” (vv. 3, 12).
Here we face the fear of death along with the anguish of slipping into
the darkness. This particular use of Sheol is similar to how ancient
Mesopotamians and Egyptians imagined the underworld: as the place
of the dead, who are cut off from the living, unable to return. In their
vocabulary, the place of the dead was for all whose hearts have stopped
beating, whose limbs have stiffened from rigor mortis. For example,
ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics gave instructions for how the dead were
to navigate the underworld, this place of the dead. At death, the spirit
leaves the body, but a spirit needs to recognize its body in order to rejoin
it and continue on in the underworld. Thus, elite Egyptians mummified
their dead fathers and mothers and cats and birds, and they inscribed
hieroglyphics with the passwords and spells necessary to reach different
parts of the underworld.
Anyone who has lost a father or mother, a daughter or son, a
brother or sister knows that the Egyptians—and the psalmist in Psalm
88—were right in their basic conviction that the dead are gone and
that their absence is a wound that remains. The dead are mute and
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cut off from us. Even believers in the coming resurrection experience
this stinging absence of the dead. As an elderly man in my church
moaned in a whisper, a year after losing his wife of five decades, “I
just miss her! I know I should think that she’s in a better place. But I
want her here!” His body shook, and tears rolled down his face. He
was hunched over in embarrassment, judging himself for not having
enough faith to believe that his loss was only gain, and not also a
wound.
However, the Israelites had a peculiar angle on the notion of Sheol as
the place of the dead. Unlike the Egyptians and Mesopotamians, they
repeatedly suggested that the biological dead are not the sole inhabi
tants of Sheol. Somehow I missed that when I was in Old Testament
class at seminary—and its significance didn’t really hit me until I was a
cancer patient, praying psalms that speak from the standpoint of Sheol.
For example, in Psalm 107 the psalmist recalls the experience of Israel
in exile, as “prisoners in misery and in irons,” and declares,
Then they cried to the Lord in their trouble,
and he saved them from their distress;
he sent out his word and healed them,
and delivered them from destruction [Sheol]. (Ps. 107:19–20)

The Israelites in exile cried out to the Lord, and they were delivered
from Sheol. Sheol is not “hell” in the Christian sense of the term, nor
is it simply a place for the dead in general, in this instance. Here Sheol
is the Pit, the place of the living and the dead who are silenced and cut
off, crying out to the Lord for deliverance.
If this picture from the Psalms seems overly subtle, we might look
to the prophet Jonah, who presents a more visceral image of living,
breathing existence in Sheol. In the opening lines of the book, Jonah
flees. The Lord has given him the audacious commission to warn the
pagan Ninevites of their wickedness. A journey into a bustling city
in what is modern-day Iraq is not on Jonah’s agenda, so he runs. But
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he does not just flee the city—he flees, as the book repeatedly claims,
“from the presence of the Lord” (1:3).
In chapter 2, Jonah apparently receives what he had wished for: he
is far from the Lord. But this place is one of darkness; it is “the belly
of the fish.” He cries out,
I called to the Lord out of my distress,
and he answered me;
out of the belly of Sheol I cried,
and you heard my voice. (2:2)

Thus, the belly of the fish is the belly of Sheol: dark, sticky, ensnaring.
Jonah continues his prayer by following a psalm-like pattern in his appeal to God:
You cast me into the deep,
into the heart of the seas,
and the flood surrounded me;
all your waves and your billows
passed over me.
Then I said, “I am driven away
from your sight;
how shall I look again
upon your holy temple?” (2:3–4)

Jonah is in not only a dark place, but a chaotic place of seas and floods
and waves and billows. Jonah had wanted to flee from the Lord. He
thought he knew what was best. Yet here he is with all of the bitterness
of an unwise wish fulfilled—stuck in the belly of Sheol, far from the
Lord’s sight. From this dark place, Jonah cries out that he needs deliverance. He wants to look again upon the Lord’s holy temple.
Much hangs on these two simple words, “holy temple.” In his longing
to see the Lord’s holy temple again, Jonah is not simply praying for his
suffering to cease. He is boldly aching to enter into the presence of the holy
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Lord, the King of the universe. The temple was the place where God dwelt
with his people, just as the tabernacle had been in the Hebrew people’s
wilderness wandering, and just as the garden of Eden had been at the
dawn of creation. Jonah aches for the dwelling place of God—for Eden,
for the tabernacle, for the temple. The righteous Lord is a consuming
fire; the temple, therefore, is holy ground. As one who fled from the Lord,
Jonah should be wary of entering the temple. But he aches for it anyway.
Notably, Jonah’s prayer is not “Leave me alone, God—you got me into
this mess!” Instead, as Jonah cries out to escape the belly of this claustrophobic, hazardous fish, he wants to move toward the frightening—
and yet healing—place of the Lord’s presence, the temple:
As my life was ebbing away,
I remembered the Lord;
and my prayer came to you,
into your holy temple. (2:7)

From the pit of Sheol, Jonah repents. He turns from his rebellious path
and aches for the Lord’s presence. Without even mentioning Nineveh,
Jonah prays for the “one thing” that the psalmist desires in Psalm 27:4:
“to behold the beauty of the Lord, / and to inquire in his temple.” Jonah
longs for the Lord’s temple, the Lord’s holy and beautiful home. Sheol
is far from that. For Jonah, as for the psalmist, the most fundamental
polarity is not between biological life and biological death but between
the Lord’s presence and the Lord’s apparent absence. Sheol—the place
of perceived abandonment, the Pit, light-years away from the Lord’s
presence—is the opposite of the temple, where the Lord has promised
to dwell. The Lord dwells in light and life; those in Sheol dwell in darkness and estrangement in the Pit.1
Today, doctors, social workers, and advertising campaigns advise
cancer patients to embrace spirituality in the face of biological death.
As far as I can tell, “spirituality” in this context refers to a set of prayers
or religious practices customized for each person; it’s a means to our
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own preferred end, whether that’s becoming calm, finding peace, or
discovering meaning. It’s a bit like getting to choose our favorite shovel
to dig ourselves out of the pit of Sheol, where our lives are increasingly
cut off from the living—even seemingly cut off from God. We are told
that if we focus on each day and on what is in our control, we will make
our way out of Sheol and perhaps achieve “a good death.”
Sheol in the book of Jonah could hardly be more different. Jonah is
stranded in Sheol, and living day by day won’t help. Self-help platitudes
are useless. Jonah’s instincts for self-preservation were strong—he had
good reason to avoid the dangerous mission to Nineveh. But now he’s
trapped in the fish’s belly. He cries out for deliverance:
I went down to the land
whose bars closed upon me forever;
yet you brought up my life from the Pit,
O Lord my God. (2:6)

No shovel or scalpel—and certainly no self-empowerment plan—will
deliver Jonah. Only the Lord can release him from this snare. Rather
than praying for his life to be prolonged, he prays to return to the
Lord’s presence—which inevitably involves the nasty task of bringing
the Lord’s word to the vile Ninevites. Being in the Sheol of the fish is
bad, but moving toward the temple is no holiday, either. Approaching
the temple requires repentance and the holiness of being set apart for
God’s purposes. Speaking of the temple, the psalmist asks,
Who shall ascend the hill of the Lord?
And who shall stand in his holy place?
Those who have clean hands and pure hearts,
who do not lift up their souls to what is false,
and do not swear deceitfully. (Ps. 24:3–4)

The temple, for all that it requires, is nonetheless a beating heart,
while Sheol is a heart that is limp and silent. In the words of Jewish
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scholar Jon Levenson, “To move from Sheol to the Temple is to move
from death to life. To long to gaze upon the Temple is to long for life
itself.” This movement, the deliverance from death to life, is dependent
on God. “Were it not for God’s just and gracious rescue,” Levenson
writes, those who are helpless to rescue themselves “would have been
destroyed. Those delivered from death to live in the Temple depend on
their relationship with their God for their very lives.”2 Indeed, apart from
God’s rescue, Jonah is utterly helpless in moving toward life. The bars
of Sheol block the way, the Pit is too deep, and self-help is no help at all.
Praying from the Pit
If we follow Jonah and the psalmists rather than the Egyptians, then
people all over, regardless of physical location, are living in Sheol. From
Boston to Bangalore, from Madison to Mosul, from the wide-open Kansas wheat fields of my youth to the precisely calibrated environs of the
International Space Station—Sheol’s geography is expansive. The pit
of Sheol does not necessarily involve biological death. Sex trafficking or
prison or loneliness or shame can just as readily bring people to the Pit.
Israel’s psalms have an earthy particularity, but they apply to a broad
range of circumstances—such that Israel, Jesus himself, and the church
could pray them. When the psalmists call to the Lord for deliverance
from the Pit, their cries are often full of loneliness and fear.
I lie awake;
I am like a lonely bird on the housetop.
All day long my enemies taunt me;
those who deride me use my name for a curse.
For I eat ashes like bread,
and mingle tears with my drink. (Ps. 102:7–9)

The threat of biological death may not be imminent, but it is frequently close by. We can only speculate about the original circumstances
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of the Psalms: sometimes war and violence seem to have been at hand,
and in other cases, illness. The psalmists, in addition to crying out to
see the Lord in his temple, often cry for deliverance from the pit of
premature death. “O my God,” they say, “do not take me away / at the
midpoint of my life, / you whose years endure / throughout all generations” (Ps. 102:24).
I sometimes picture Sheol as a large, sun-blocking canopy; beneath
its shade are clusters of smaller tents. Anyone who has lived in places
of bondage and silencing, where it feels as if God is utterly absent, has
lived under the shadow of Sheol in a particular tent. A person who feels
cut off after losing a parent or child or sibling or close friend occupies
a tent—a part of themselves having been severed, just as the departed
is cut off and segregated from the living. In an adjoining tent, cancer
patients like me also dwell in Sheol, sharply attuned to a sense of our
imminent biological decline and death. We dwell there together with
six-year-olds and ninety-six-year-olds whose lives slip away in spite of
reported progress in “the war against cancer”; as they die, we feel the
same acids burning away our own biological lives and our own dreams
for the future. Many other tents are spread out across the forlorn landscape of Sheol—tents filled with refugees driven from their homes, or
women and men living with shame after abuse, and countless others
hailing from dark places of loss and fear and loneliness. How many
tents are in Sheol? I suspect the number is legion.
In fact, it may seem arrogant to speak about myself as a cancer patient in “the Pit” while millions of families are being displaced around
the world as refugees, often facing imprisonment, persecution, and even
death for no just cause. Others live in fear of even walking their sidewalks because of the violence and alienation in their midst. A student
of mine grew up in a rough urban neighborhood on the West Coast.
“Sheol has always been our residence,” he told me. “By nineteen years
old, I had already been shot and stabbed multiple times.” Dozens of his
friends and acquaintances have been murdered. In a cultural context
animated by gangs and reprisals, where the reality of death is all around
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and undeniable, the primary temptation may not be to deny one’s mortality; rather, it could be to fall into despair in the darkness of Sheol.
Is it wrong for readers from more privileged backgrounds and cultures, like my own, to claim to inhabit the pit of Sheol? I’ve enjoyed
astonishing blessings: I’ve lived for more than four decades in peaceful
environments; I have access to medical care; I enjoy the blessings of a
caring family and church. Indeed, there’s no genuine room for self-pity,
for each breath is a gift from the Creator. There was no guarantee that I
would be born in anything other than a war zone, or that I would take
in even a single breath outside the womb.
Each person’s suffering has its own character, though, and a brush
with death can transport any of us to Sheol in short order. When Facebook vice president and billionaire Sheryl Sandberg faced the sudden
death of her husband while they were on vacation, she found herself
in the Pit. Her wealth, her social capital, her career—none of it could
protect her. “Time slowed way, way down. Day after day my kids’ cries
and screams filled the air. . . . My own cries and screams—mostly inside
my head but some out loud—filled the rest of the available space. I was
in ‘the void’: a vast emptiness that fills your heart and lungs and restricts
your ability to think or even breathe.”3 The affliction of sickness, the
bondage of addiction, the death of someone close, the experience of
oppression—any of these can bring us down to the Pit. And the Psalms
meet us there, in that lowest of places.
The Psalms teach us to pray and cry out in a way that expresses our
deepest miseries. We are not in a contest to determine whose experience
of Sheol goes the deepest, whose anguish is the greatest. God offers
to meet all of us through the cries of lament in the Psalms, in these
prayers from the Pit.
Moreover, even though Sheol is, by definition, a place where we
feel abandoned by God—distant from God’s presence—there is a remarkable consolation at this very point: Jesus Christ. As the truly innocent sufferer, he came to join us in Sheol when he expressed Psalm
22’s cry of abandonment on the cross: “My God, my God, why have
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you forsaken me?” (Ps. 22:1; see Matt. 27:46; Mark 15:34). Christ felt
forsaken, abandoned, and cut off—even by the God who creates and
calls us. According to the Heidelberg Catechism, this aspect of his
suffering can bring us comfort: Christ pioneers this forsaken path “to
assure me during attacks of deepest dread and temptation that Christ
my Lord, by suffering unspeakable anguish, pain, and terror of soul,
on the cross but also earlier, has delivered me from hellish anguish
and torment.”4
Jesus Christ himself experienced the alienation that mortals who are
far from the temple feel. Yet as the Gospel of John tells us, the eternal
Word of God “became flesh and lived among us”—literally, in Greek,
“tabernacled among us” (John 1:14). In becoming incarnate in our
suffering flesh, God tabernacled and dwelt among us. Indeed, John’s
Gospel portrays Christ not only as the portable temple (the tabernacle)
but also as the temple itself, in his own person (John 2:18–22). Thus,
in a breathtaking paradox, on Christ’s cross the temple himself experienced the alienation of being far from the temple. The light of the
world entered into darkness. The life-giving presence of God descended
to the deep pit of Sheol. This is a blinding mystery, one that we will
return to again in this book. But at this point, one morsel of consolation should be enough to cleanse our palates, to ready us for the right
kind of food: if we live parts of our lives in the shadows of Sheol, at
least we have some very good company.
Indeed, I suspect that no mortal lives for long without visiting Sheol
for a time. And those of us who look forward to the day of resurrection
will suffocate our hope if we treat the cavernous pit of Sheol as if it
were merely a tiny crack in the pavement in a life of ease.
Living among the Dying
For many generations, and around the world, humans have known
life in the pit of darkness. Knowing the sight and smell and sound of
the Pit can give us a realistic sense of what it means to live as mortal
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creatures. Yet most who occupy the middle and upper classes in the
Western world have attempted to purge their lives of any hint of death,
pushing dying away from daily life in a way that would have seemed
bizarre in earlier eras.
For example, what we now call the “living room” was in earlier
generations referred to as the “parlor”—a place for shared family life
together. This was the same space in which children nursed their parents or grandparents through the process of dying. In this way, family
members lived and died in the same room, in the parlor. Today we know
the “parlor” as a space exclusive to funeral homes; the “funeral parlor”
is the awkward place for viewing the dead, “outfitted to look like the
family parlors” with “overstuffed furniture, fern stands, knickknacks,
draperies, and the dead.”5
In the 1940s, most Americans died in their own homes. By the 1980s,
just 17 percent died in their homes.6 For many in earlier times, caring
for the dying was part of the job description of being a child, and it
took place in the family parlor. Today, in contrast, we’ve sequestered
the dying in sanitized hospitals and nursing homes, and we’ve done
our best to shield our children from the harsh realities of death. It’s all
part of a state of mind in which we think, If I can rid myself of the
odor of death, maybe I can live as if death is not intertwined with my
everyday life, my every moment of living. As a cancer patient living
in this death-sequestering environment, that state of mind is a luxury
that I used to have, but it has slipped away.
I thought of this as I held the collar of our thirteen-year-old dog,
Max, while sitting on the floor in our parlor (or living room). When
Max developed chronic pain that we couldn’t control and he started
bumping into walls and doors, our vet diagnosed him with dementia.
My wife, Rachel, and I decided that we needed to find a way to make
space for his death in our home, with our two children, ages four and
five at the time.
Max was a furry, red-and-white Welsh corgi, one of the friendliest creatures on planet Earth. At our first meeting, I remember him
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cheerfully leaping onto the couch so that he could cuddle between
our laps as we petted his warm, thick coat. Now I held his collar and
rubbed his shedding coat softly as he lay on the wood floor. Our vet,
who makes house calls for interventions like this one, was with us and
had moved to eye level with Max, as he does with all his canine patients.
“You’re a good dog, Max,” he said gently. “You may feel a little sting,
Max, but it won’t be too bad,” he said, as if Max were curious. After
receiving the shot, Max fell into a deep sleep. Another shot, and it was
done. Max’s chest breathed in and out a few more times. And then I
felt him go limp. “I know you’re a Christian. Can I pray right now?”
The vet offered a blessing, a benediction.
Yet the drama was just beginning. The vet left, and I continued to rub
Max’s back. Ten minutes later, the grandparents came in with Neti, our
daughter, and Nathaniel, our son. The kids walked over to me, calmly
at first. For weeks we had been warning them that Max was very, very
old and that he would die soon. Earlier that day, Nathaniel had searched
the house until he found Max and proclaimed his relief. Apparently, in
his four-year-old mind, to die was to disappear.
Max had not disappeared. Yet he was dead, cut off from us. With
tears in my eyes, I told them, “Max has died.”
“He’s dead?!” Nathaniel cried in terror.
“Yes.”
Grandpa went to help Rachel with the grave-digging in the backyard
as I held the two wailing children in my arms. We petted the fur on
Max’s back, on his side, above his short, stubby legs. But he was limp.
He would no longer wake up and lie awkwardly on our laps, no longer
chase a thrown treat; his brown eyes would never sparkle again. We cried
out loudly and wept. For Nathaniel, the boundary between grief and
anger was thin, and he started to throw toys across the room. Through
the tears, I said prayers that I had prepared in advance.
We can hope in God. But deaths are sad. They are real. That’s what
our family’s counselor had suggested that Rachel and I tell the children. Chances are that I will not live long enough to see either Neti or
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Nathaniel graduate from high school. Max’s death might have been our
only chance before my death to really help the kids understand what
death is. When Grandpa came in wearing his dusty boots and lifted
Max’s body, the kids and I were still wailing.
In the days that followed, Max’s death spurred many questions.
“Where is Max now?” “Is Max in heaven?” I skirted the “dog in heaven”
question, simply saying, “God will take care of Max. Max’s body was
hurting, and Max was confused. He isn’t hurting anymore.” Over the
course of a few weeks, the questions became less frequent, and the
meaning of death seemed to sink in, ever so slightly. Death is often
played for laughs in children’s cartoons: a character’s eyes cross, he
falls over, and a flower sprouts up. But a cartoon death is a far cry from
reality, as my kids gradually came to realize. They were living among
the dying.
Two years earlier, our neighbor friend Oliver had died of cancer at
the age of six. Oliver was a cheerful boy who liked to play with LEGOs
and teach my daughter math—and had learned to conceal his pain
with a straight face. Oliver said that he and I had a special bond. We
were both cancer patients, and we had both had a stem cell transplant;
thus, we knew what it was like to live for a season without an immune
system. Oliver improved for a while, but then the cancer hit back hard.
The last time my kids and I saw him alive, his dad was carrying him to
pursue an ice cream truck, which was broadcasting its music to invite
the neighborhood kids to purchase a treat. Oliver used to run after
the truck himself, but the cancer had hollowed out his strength. He
looked up at us, his body thin and his skin tight on his bones. He was
nearly limp, almost like Max in Grandpa’s arms. Neti and Nathaniel
continued playing in the backyard, but neither really comprehended
what was happening.
On the two-year anniversary of Oliver’s death, we gathered with
other neighbors and collected LEGO sets in his honor. Nathaniel asked,
“When will we see Oliver again?” Oliver is like Max, we told him. Oliver
has died. He is not coming back, but God is taking care of him. “Do
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you think that God has given him toys in heaven, because he liked to
play with toys?” Our son was worried that Oliver would be bored if
there were no toys in heaven. Rachel said she was sure that Oliver was
not bored, that it’s not boring to be with God. I’m not sure whether
the question about toys got answered.
For better or for worse, our children have begun to see the shadow
of the Pit. We can, and should, hope in God. Nevertheless, the dead are
silenced, cut off, taken away from us. They will not return.
Our family is still coming to terms with dying being a part of life.
Perhaps Rachel and I were overly dramatic in our liturgy for Max’s
death—like a daughter who is called to the parlor to kiss her deceased
mother’s cheek before the burial. Our ritual, however, has made dying
and death just a bit less abstract, so that fears can be discussed and
prayers offered. “I am scared of being dead!” Nathaniel declared about
eighteen months after Max died. “You don’t have to be scared of being
dead. You won’t be there when you’re dead,” Neti responded with stunning insight. (While I promise that I had not forced her to read Ludwig
Wittgenstein at age six, her comment reflects the philosopher’s observation that “death is not an event in life: we do not live to experience
death.”)7 Later, Nathaniel again earnestly asked, “Will God protect you
when you are dead?” I paused to take in the question. Slowly I said,
“Yes, God will protect you when you are dead.”
We wail with tears and grief and anger when the dead are taken
from us, cut off, silenced. But we are the ones wailing, not the deceased. It’s almost as if we are the ones who have gone to Sheol, not
them.
Sheol and the Limits of Control
Those among the living who fall into the Pit face a puzzle: How did
I get here? Can I get out? Being in Sheol involves feeling trapped, as
we’ve seen. But can we exercise control in the place of the dead? Perhaps we can climb out; or perhaps the harder we try, the deeper we
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